
Minnesota Street Market (St Joseph Food & Art Co-op). 2017 Plant 
Sale.  

Plants from:  The Ballantine Company. Katie Ballantine. 

PLANT DESCRIPTIONS 

New!— POLLINATOR PLANT MARKET PAKS  ($20)

The Minnesota State Horticultural Society wants to help gardeners create habitat in their 
gardens for pollinators. Glacial Ridge Growers in Glenwood, MN is supporting this effort 
by growing pollinator plant variety market paks and a portion of each pak is awarded to 
the MSHS to further their mission. There are three different collections, each containing 
(6) different perennial plants (most are natives) designed to attract a specific pollinator.  
Quantities are limited!!

For Bees:  Anise Hyssop, Blue Wild Indigo, Vanilla Scented Clematis, Prairie Smoke,  
Foxglove Beardtongue and Wild Petunia   

For Butterflies:  Pale Purple Coneflower, Button Blazing Star, Meadow Blazing Star, 
Prairie Blazing Star, Wild Lupine, Orange Coneflower 

For Monarchs:  Swamp Milkweed, Showy Milkweed, Sullivant’s Milkweed, Common 
Milkweed, Butterfly Weed, Whorled Milkweed  

TOMATOES

Grape/Cherry (1/4-2oz)  
A GRAPPOLI D-INVERNO 
The "Winter Grape" tomato of old Italy, where farmers would hang the fruit-covered 
vines and the fruit would stay fresh well into the winter. They also dry perfectly, delicious 
slow-roasted and resemble little Roma tomatoes. The flavorful fruit are delicious and 
great for snacking, fresh or dried.

BRAD’S ATOMIC GRAPE 
75 days. Elongated cherries in clusters. The color (and flavor!) is a full blown assault on 
the senses. Lavender and purple stripes when immature, turning to technicolor olive-
green, red, and brown/blue stripes when fully ripe. Really wild! Fruits hold well on the 
vine or off. Olive green interior is blushed with red when dead-ripe. Crack-resistant fruits 
are extraordinarily sweet. Wispy foliage looks delicate but belies these plants’ rugged 
constitution and high productivity. A brand new release from Wild Boar Farms.

CHESTNUT CHOCOLATE
75 days. Great flavor, high yields, marked disease resistance. The indigo coloring (high 
anthocyanin content) tops it off, making this new release from Brad Gates a wholly 
superior new offering. Cherry-sized fruits weigh 1-2 oz. and offer the sweet, rich flavor 
you’d expect from such a dark-fruited type. Great keeper too, whether on the shelf or 



right on the vine.

CHOCOLATE PEAR
70 days. Expect huge crops of “black”, pear-shaped tomatoes over a very long season. 
Chocolate Pear has the rich tomato flavor that has made heirlooms so popular! Light 
red in color, overlaid with swirls of varying hues of green or brown. Very unusual and 
decidedly one of the best pear tomatoes.

HONEYDROP CHERRY
Indeterminate rampant vines. The sweet, juicy, fruity, honey-colored treats taste almost 
like light grapes. Early, sweet and complex cherry tomato.

JASPER
The quintessential cherry tomato. Small, round 3/4” red fruits weigh less than 1 oz. each 
with sweet, rich flavor and a pleasant creamy texture. Fruits grow on small trusses, 
holding their quality for a long time on the plant and after picking, resisting cracking and 
rot. Very early, very prolific, disease resistant. Indeterminate hybrid.

LEMON DROP
Winner of SSE’s 2010 Tomato Tasting. Seed originally from Florida SSE member J.T. 
Sessions, who found this sport growing with his Snow White Cherry plants. Heavy sets 
of 1/2 to 3/4” translucent yellow-green cherry tomatoes. Refreshing tart-sweet flavor. 
Continues producing even in cold, wet growing conditions. Indeterminate.

MATT’S WILD CHERRY
Copious quantities of small, deep red cherries with a burst of extraordinary flavor. Keeps 
producing prolifically when every other tomato in the field is down for the count with 
Early Blight. Pick frequently as skin is thin and cracks easily. Indeterminate.

PINK PRINCESS
A recessive pink-fruited off-type of the Honeydrop. Deliciously sweet. Large and early 
for a cherry tomato; fruits average 1/2 oz. Rampant indeterminate.

PRINCIPE BORGHESE
Vigorous determinate. An Italian heirloom with excellent flavor. Used for sun-dried 
tomatoes as it has few seeds and little juice. Bears small fruits in prolific clusters over a 
long season.

RIESENTRAUBE
This old German heirloom was offered in Philadelphia by the mid-1800's. The sweet red 
1-oz. fruit grow in large clusters, and the name means "Giant Bunch of Grapes" in 
German. It is probably the most popular small tomato with seed collectors, as many 
enjoy the rich, full tomato flavor that is missing in today's cherry types. Large plants 
product massive yields.  Indeterminate.

SUNRISE BUMBLEBEE



All the colors of the sunrise in a sweet and fruity tomato! Lovely gold fruit marbled with 
pink stripes on the inside and out. From the Artisans Series. Indeterminate hybrid.

SUNSUGAR
The ultimate in cherry tomatoes, this golden yellow beauty achieves a new level of 
sugar-sweetness and flavor, superb texture, and a tangy “true tomato” taste. Fruits are a 
lovely golden yellow, weigh 1/2 oz. and possess thin skins — remarkable, considering 
its wonderful crack resistance, even in heavy rains. Very vigorous with a heavy early 
crop. Hybrid.

VIOLET JASPER aka “Tzi Bi U”
All the colors of the sunrise in a sweet and fruity tomato! Lovely gold fruit marbled with 
pink stripes on the inside and out. From the Artisans Series. Indeterminate hybrid.

Saladette  (2-4 oz)
INDIGO ROSE
Stunning jet black saladette tomato (2 oz) with purple-tinged foliage. Clusters of 6-8 firm 
glossy fruits shine like ornaments from these gorgeous plants. Allow fruits to fully ripen 
for complex aromatic flavor; fruits are usually ready later in the season when they turn 
from shiny black to matte purple. Vigorous and disease resistant. Bred by Dr. Jim Myers 
through the high-flavonoid breeding program at OSU. Semi-determinate. Good 
container variety!

Juane Flamme (aka Flamme)
70-80 days. Beautiful tomato that originated with Norbert Perreira of Helliner, France. 
Early crops of apricot-colored 4 oz. fruits borne on elongated trusses. Excellent fruity 
flavor with a perfect blend of sweet and tart. Great for drying or roasting, retains deep 
orange color. Indeterminate. 

PINK BOAR
Gorgeous wine-colored fruits with metallic green striping on vigorous vines. Strong 
plants loaded with rich, sweet juicy 2-4 oz. fruits. Perfect for slicing in salads or as an 
hors d-oeuvre with basil and mozzarella. Deep pink skin is stunning with contrasting 
olive stripes and luscious deep red flesh. An irresistible treat from the Wild Board series 
bred by farmer/breeder Brad Gates.

Paste  
AMISH PASTE
Indeterminate. One of then most popular items in the seed saver's exchange. Large 
meaty heart-shaped fruit. Well balanced flavor. Strong producer of oxheart fruits up to 8 
oz. Thick bright-red flesh. Wisconsin heirloom from Amish farmers in the 1870's.

BLUE BEECH
Large, elongated paste tomato named in honor of the Blue Beech Farm in Danby, VT 
where the seed came from…. having received a tomato from her neighbor's niece's 
uncle who brought it to Vermont from Italy during World War II.  This Roma type has 
been acclimated in chilly Vermont for the last 50 years, so it is better adapted to cold 



climates than Roma. Makes a richly textured sweet sauce. Fruits average 6-8 oz. 
Indeterminate.

GRANDMA MARY'S PASTE
Flavorful paste tomato, heirloom selected for earliness and fruit size. Grandma's meaty 
6-10 oz. fruits produce even during cold summers. Indeterminate.

SAN MARZANO
THE classic Italian paste tomato with rich, complex, sweet flavor essential for making 
traditional Napolitano sauces and whole canned tomatoes. Long, cylindrical fruit are 
filled with thick, dry flesh and few seeds. Heavy producer. Indeterminate.

Mid-Size  (4-12 oz.)  
BERKELEY TIE-DIE PINK
65-75 days. Compact plants produce beautiful 8-12 oz. fruits with a rich, engaging 
tanginess, almost as if lightly salted. Stunning port wine colored beefsteak with metallic 
green stripes. This open-pollinated tomato crowns the “Boar Series” tomatoes released 
by talented breeder Bradley Gates. Superior not only in flavor and beauty, but also 
amazing early productivity and disease tolerance. 

COSMONAUT VOLKOV
Indeterminate. Always good and occasionally sublime, Cosmonaut delivers the true 
tomato taste. Early, deep red slightly flattened 8-12 oz. globes at the beginning of 
August when tomato craving is at its peak. Even in cold summers it will produce 
dependably by mid-August. What makes Cosmonaut so special is its juice; sweet, rich 
and full-bodied. Volkov was the Russian explorer who fell through space. From 
Dnepropetrovsk in the Ukraine.

CARBON
90 days. Winner of the 2005 “Heirloom Garden Show” best-tasting tomato award. The 
fruit are smooth, large and beautiful, being one of the darkest and prettiest of the purple 
types. 8-12 oz. They seem to have an extra dose of the complex flavor that makes dark 
tomatoes famous.

CHEROKEE PURPLE
Indeterminate but with relatively short vines. Unusual variety from Tennessee, said to 
have originated with the Cherokee Indians. Fruits are globes to slightly oblate, 
averaging 10-13 oz. with dusky brownish-purple skin, dark green shoulders and brick-
red flesh. The real attraction is their rich taste, described as "sweet rich, juicy, winey" by 
aficionados maintaining it in the Seed Savers Exchange. Expect some concentric 
cracking. Do not prune these vines as the delicate fruits sunburn easily.

GYPSY
Named for the Gypsies who live in Russia, this is one of the deepest, purplest, maroon 
tomatoes. Gorgeous color and great taste. Perfect, medium-sized globe fruit make this 
one of the nicest dark varieties. A lovely and colorful introduction from the great Soviet 
plant breeders. 4-5 oz. Indeterminate.



JOHN BAER
(aka Bonny Best) From the Bonny group of tomatoes that includes Chalk’s Early Jewel. 
Bright red, meaty, smooth fruits with very good flavor. Great for canning and fresh 
eating. 6-8 oz. Heavy producer. Indeterminate.

LUCID GEM
80 days. This new Brad Gates selection is an absolute masterpiece! Slicing-type fruits 
are stunning, inside and out! This sister selection to Blue Beauty yields loads of 5-oz, 
beefsteak-type fruits. Very meaty and containing few seeds. First they ripen yellow, then 
more toward orange when very ripe. Incredibly attractive with black anthocyanin 
splashes really contrasting with he lighter colored skin. The sweet, juicy flesh is marbled 
yellow to red, and the flavor is fruity and superb. Unusually heat-tolerant; the fruits are 
great keepers.

MOSKVICH
One of the most appealing extra-early tomatoes; fruits are deep red and cold tolerant. 
4-6 oz. Luscious, rich taste, smooth and globe-shaped.

PAUL ROBESON
Russian heirloom with a dedicated following among tomato connoisseurs. Named in 
honor of Paul Robeson (1898-1976), famous opera singer and equal rights advocate. 
Dusky brick red fruits with dark green shoulders and red flesh; 6-12 oz. Known for its 
distinctive flavor - smoky and earthy with a perfect acid/sweet balance. Indeterminate.

PEACH BLOW SUTTON
Indeterminate. Introduced in 1897 as "Sutton's Peachblow" by Sutton and Sons Seed 
Growers and Merchants of Reading, England. Named after a style of Victorian era 
glassware known for its peach skin appearance. Round 6 ounce fruits with slightly fuzzy 
'tomato pink' skin. Refreshing sweet flavor and low acidity.

SOLAR FLARE
This 6-10 oz. beefsteak is red with gold stripes and has very meaty flesh with luscious 
sweet red tomato flavor. Developed by Brad Gates and selected for flavor, production, 
increased earliness and scab resistance, calling it one of his “work horses.”

WISCONSIN 55
Bred by JC Walker at the University of Wisconsin in the 1940’s. Excellent all-purpose 
tomato, great for canning and fresh eating. Does best in high soils. Remembered as 
one of the best home and market tomatoes in the Madison, Wisconsin area. 
Indeterminate.

Beefsteak (12+ oz)  
ANANAS NOIRE aka “Black Pineapple Tomato From Belgium”
A most exciting new tomato, it is wonderful in every way. This unusual variety was 
developed by Pascal Moreau, a horticulturist from Belgium. Multi-colored, smooth fruit 
(green, yellow and purple mix) weighing about 1-1/2 lb. The flesh is bright green with 



deep red streaks. Superb flavor, being both sweet and smoky with a hint of citrus. 
Heavy yields.

BLACK FROM TULA
75-85 days. Russian variety imported by SSE from seeds woman Marina Danilenko. 
First listed in the 1996 SSE Yearbook. Described by one SSE member as “the ugliest, 
most delicious tomato I’ve ever grown.” Good yields of brownish-red slightly flattened 
globes weighing up to 14 oz. Rich full flavor, great for slicing and canning. 
Indeterminate.

BLACK KRIM
Strikingly iridescent purple on the outside, usually with dark green-black shoulders and 
noticeable cat facing. Interiors are part black as well, with an unusual juicy yet meaty 
taste and texture, described as having "…a smoky flavor like a good single malt scotch." 
Krims should be harvested when half green and still firm. They are dead ripe and 
perfectly delicious at that stage. Fruits average 12-18 oz. Krim hails from Krymsk on the 
Black Sea in Russia. Indeterminate.

BRANDYWINE
The tomato that put heirlooms on the map. Named after the Brandywine Creek in 
Chester County, Pennsylvania. Meaty with just the perfect hint of tartness, these oblate 
beefsteak fruits average right around a pound. Excellent flavor, very productive. 
Indeterminate.

DESTER
Indeterminate. Winner of SSE's 2011 Tomato Tasting and runner-up in 2012. Donated to 
SSE by Missouri farmer Larry Pierce, who received his seeds from an Amish woman in 
Seymour, Missouri. She originally got her seeds from a doctor she worked for whose 
family had brought the seeds with them from Germany. Luscious pink beefsteaks 
weighing up to one pound.

GERMAN JOHNSON
An old heirloom probably from Virginia or North Carolina. This large plant, one of the 
parents of Mortgage Lifter, is known for its copious yields of pink meaty fruits often 
exceeding 1 lb. Mild with more than a touch of sweetness. 

HILLBILLY POTATO LEAF
From Ohio. Absolutely gorgeous bicolor beefsteak tomato, great for slicing. Beautiful 
yellow 1 pound fruits are streaked with red on the blossom end. Sweet and juicy. Heavy 
producer. Indeterminate, 85 days from transplant.

HUNGARIAN HEART
Said to have originated in a village 20 miles from Budapest around 1900. Huge pink 
oxheart fruits weigh upwards of one pound. Very few seeds and almost no cracking. 
One of our favorites for fresh eating, canning, and for making roasted tomato sauce. 
Indeterminate.



KANNER HOELL
Limited edition Preservation Garden variety. Donated by Reverend C. Frank Morrow of 
Minnesota to Seed Savers Exchange. The variety originated in Germany and has been 
in Reverend Morrow's family since 1916.  Red beefsteak. Double fruit common. Fruit 
can reach 4-5" in diameter, 1-1/2 lbs. Good flavor, low acid, moderately sweet. Matures 
mid-season. Indeterminate.

KELLOGG’S BREAKFAST
West Virginia heirloom obtained from Darrell Kellogg of Redford, Michigan. Large 
orange beefsteak fruits weigh 1-2 pounds. Delicious rich flavor with a good acid/sugar 
balance. Very productive. Indeterminate.

PINEAPPLE BICOLOR
Indeterminate. Silky smooth texture and complex, fruity taste. Huge fruits in excess of 1 
lb. Cut in half, looks like the interior of a pineapple except with yellow and red marbling. 
Unique, mild, low-acid fruity sweetness.

STRIPED GERMAN
Bi-colored red and yellow fruit, flat, medium to large ribbed-shoulder tomatoes. Marbled 
interior looks beautiful sliced. Complex fruity flavor and smooth texture. Indeterminate.


